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FIXED JOINTS FOR FAMILY OF MAPPINGS*

S. L. Singh and Arora Virendra

Common fixed point theorems for family of mappings on 
2-metric spaces (Gahler 1963/64) have been established among 
others by La卜Singh (1978), Rhoades (1979), Singh (1979), 
Ram (1982) & Cho (1985). Ram (1982) established the follo
wing result:

Theorem 1. Let {S，J be a sequence of mappings from a 
complete 2-metric space X to itself. Let T be a continuous 
mapping from X to itself such that T and Sn commute and 
S舞(X)WZ(X),笈=1,2,3….If there exists a positive num
ber such that for every pair i, j,

(1.1) d(Stx, S}y9 max Ty9 a),
日(S* Tx. a), d(S3y. Ty, a).
牛E(S@, Ty, a) +d(S}y, a)]!
Lt >

for all y a in X,then T and the sequence {&} of ma
ppings have a unique common fixed point. We prove the 
following：

The intent of this paper is to offer common fixed point theorems for 
a countable family of mappings on 2-metric spaces.
AMS(MOS) Subject Classifications (1980) 54H25, 54E99.
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Theorem 2. Let {S„} be a sequence of mappings from a 
2-metric space X to itself. Let T be a mapping from X to 
itself such that

(2.1) S”(X)=「(X), 〃=고,2,3…,
(2.2) T(X) is a complete subspace of X.

If there exists a positive number q<l such that for every 
pair i9 j9 i^j9 the condition (1.1) holds, then T and Sw(n= 
1,2, 3, •••) have a coincidence point, i. e. there exists a point 
z such that

Tz=S必,n=l, 2,3,….

Further, if T and S„9 n = l9 2,3, •••, commute at z then T 
and S% 凡=L_2>3 have a unique jcq養皿m fixed 二皿曲£ 

Indeed Tz is the unique common fixed point.

Proof. Pick xQ in X. Construct a sequence {Txn} such 
that Txn^Snxn^ 72 = 1,2,3….We can do this since SK(X)C 
끄(X). By (LI),

d(T工z以 Txni a)=d(Sn+lxnj Snxn^ a)
max ^d(Txn^ Txr_x^d)^ 

d Tci), 
d(、Sqen_•以 7次为_&0),

2 [c，(S#+]；知，Ta)

+d(S】~i, Tf
= g・max{0(U&, Tj?M_1)a)?

Ten, a), 
d(Txn^ Txn_^ a)9 
1 [_d(Txn+^ Txn.^ a) 

+ d(T方,TxK} a)]},
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giving

a(Te“+i, TxKj aX^.max\d(Tx„, Txn_^ a), 

^-d(Tx„+l} T"")],

and also

d(Txn+l9 TxKj Txn^=Q.

Now, as in (Ram 1982 o호 Singh-Tiwari-Gupta 1980), it can 
be shown that {Txn} is a Cauchy sequence. Since T(X) is 
complete, it has a limit in T(X). Call it p. Then there 
exists a point z in X which is a pre-image of p under T9 
that is Tz=p.

Now, £qi• 죠ny n>m by (1.1),

日(sq_i, Smz, a) <^q. max \d(Txn_ly Tz, a), 
d 7b兀一 1, a),
d(Smz9 Tzt a), 

牛[』($"勿*_1, Tz, a) 
Li
+ d{Smz, Txn_ly cz)][ 

=q. max [d(Tx„_ly Tz, a), 0,
d(Smz, Tz, a),

^-ld(Tx„f Tz, a) 
乙

+ d(Smz, a)]"

Making n—>oo, we obtain

d(Tz, Smz, a)Vq・d(S成,Tz. a).
Since a is a호bitrary,

Tz = Smz.

This is true for any m. Hence z is a coincidence point of 
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T and Si9 , = 1,2,3….
Now assume that T and Sl9 for each z, commute at z i. e., 

TSiZ^SiTz^ £=1,2,3,….

Also

TStz = &Tz=SSz = StStz.

Then by (1.1), for m긔二兀

S葬a) = d (、Snz* SnS<z)
= d(Snz9 SmSnz9 a)
V& max \d(Tz9 TSnz9 a)9 

d(S払 Tz, a), 
d TSnz. a)9

牛TSnz. a) 
乙

+ d(SKSnz, Tz, <z)j|
= gT(S，&, S„S„z, a),

yielding

SKSnz = Snz = Tz,

So Tz is a fixed point of Sn fo호 every 偽 naturally. Also, 
since TTz = TSnz = SnTz — SnSnz = Snz ~Tz9 Tz is a fixed 
point of T. Thus Tz is a fixed point of T and the family 
{&}. The uniqueness of the common fixed point follows 
easily.

Corollary 3. Let T、T2 and T be mappings from a 2- 
metric space X to itself such that Ti(X) ]JT2(X) 으T(X), 
and for every z, a in X

(3.1) T2y9 a)<^q. max| d(Tx. Ty, a),
Tx9 a),
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d(T2y. Ty

牛[涉(7云，Ty a) 
Li

+d(T2y, Tx, a)]"

If T(X) is a complete subspace of X, then T、T2 and 
T have a coincidence point z. Further if T commutes with 
each of Tr and T2 at 2： then T, Tr and T2 have a common 
unique fixed point. Indeed Tz is the unique common fixed 
point.

Proof. The consequences are immediate if one takes (S„} 
= {Z\, T2? T以 7%, 7丄…} in Theorem 2.

Remark 4. Corollary 3 improves a miniber of fixed paint 
theorems for two and three mappings on 1-metric and 2- 
metric spaces (See, for instance, Singh-Tiwari-Gupta 1980, 
Singh 1982, Singh-Pant 1983, Singh-Mishra 1983).

As a variant of Theorem 2, we have the following：

Theorem 5. Let {Sn} be a sequence of mappings from a 
2-metric space X to itself. Let T be a mapping from X to X 
satisfying (2.1) and (2. 2). If there is a non-negative integer 
mt for each St such that for all y9 a oi X and for every 
pair i.j with i丰礼

max W(7以，Tv,

成，Tx9 a)9

Ty,以 

霸丑Ty, a)

+ 日(W妇，Tx, a) J
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Then T and S戸(리 2,3, …) have a coincidence point z. 

Further if T and S； (2 = 1,2,3,…)commute at z then T 

and the sequence {Sn} of mappings have a unique common 
fixed point.

Proof. Clearly S：(X)Q&(X)二T(X). Thus Theorem 2 

pertains to S} and T・ So there is a unique point p in 
T(X) such that

p= =

and

From this

s』=sg*=s?sm

This shows that Stp is a fixed point of T and S：・ The 
uniqueness of p implies that

p = Sp=Si p.

Remark 6. Results of Lal -Singh (1978), Rhoades (1979), 
Ram (1982) and Singh-Tiwari -Gupta (1980) may be obtained 
as corollaries. In particular, an improved version of Coro
llary 1 of Lal-Singh(1978) is obtained when T is an identity 
mapping in the above theorem.
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